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1. Introduction 
1.1. Background 
1.1.1. Ecology of Salmo trutta L.  
 
The anadromous form of brown trout (Salmo trutta L.) is commonly referred to as the sea trout 
(Harris & Millner 2006; Klemetsen et al 2003; Skrupskelis et al. 2012). It shares many features with 
its more extensively studied (Harris & Millner 2006) relative, the salmon (Salmo salar L.). The 
lifecycle of both species is characterized by a slow growing juvenile phase, spent in rivers or 
brooks, a fast growing migratory phase spent in the sea or a large freshwater body, followed by a 
spawning migration back to the riverine habitat (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011; Klemetsen 2003). 
Some male salmon mature while still remaining in the rivers to mature, but will eventually follow 
the females to the feeding areas downstream (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011). Brown trout’s migratory 
behavior distinctly differs from this: not all trout individuals, nor stocks exhibit migratory behavior, 
and in fact it is common for both sexes to mature and remain permanently in the freshwater habitat 
(Harris & Millner 2006; Jonsson & Jonsson 2011; Klemetsen et al 2003). These resident fish are 
known to reproduce with the migratory individuals returning to the river to breed and the two forms 
are traditionally seen as interbreeding manifestations of the same species (Lamond 1916).  However 
there are also indications that the two morphotypes are in some cases somewhat genetically isolated 
from each other (Skaala & Naevdal 1989). Similar reports have been published regarding other 
salmonid species, such as the rainbow trout (Onchorynchus mykiss), which also exhibits similar 
plasticity in its life-history (Narum et al. 2004). Contradicting studies have also been made with 
both species (Hindar et al. 1990; Charles et al. 2005), and no definitive evidence of speciation exists 
(Heath et al. 2008; Harris & Millner 2006). This plasticity in trout’s life history traits, combined 
with the strong homing behavior of salmonids gives the brown trout an evolutionary edge, 
compared to the salmon, to withstand changes in both freshwater and saltwater habitats (Harris & 
Millner 2006).  
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1.1.2. Status of the Baltic Sea trout stocks 
 
According to HELCOM’s report in 2011 there are about 500 rivers around the Baltic Sea that have 
naturally reproducing sea trout stocks today, but there is no historical record of the original amount 
of stocks in the Baltic region (HELCOM 2011).  
The International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES) expressed concern about the status 
of the Baltic sea trout stock for the first time in its report in 1999 (ICES 1999). According to ICES 
reports especially the Finnish trout stocks are in an alarmingly poor condition since the late 1980’s 
that (ICES 1987). 
The estimates for the amount of Finnish rivers that used to inhabit sea run trout stocks seem to vary 
between sources. In their 2006 report Jutila et al state that in Finland out of the roughly 40 original 
sea trout rivers and brooks, only 3 naturally reproducing stocks remain. In contrast, according to the 
Natural recourses Institute of Finland, sea trout used to inhabit almost every sea drained river basin 
in the country, and that there are roughly 12 naturally reproducing stock remaining (NRIF 2015). 
Despite differing estimates of the original amount regarding sea trout rivers in Finland, the 
scientific community seems to agree that the stocks have declined. The number of sea trout has 
declined so drastically from historical times that the species is now classified as critically 
endangered in the “2010 Red List of Finnish Species”, published by the Finnish Ministry of the 
Environment (Rassi et al. 2010). It is estimated that the Finnish sea trout stocks are likely to 
decrease 80 % in size within the next 10 years or 3 generations.  
The main reasons for decline are stated to be, migratory obstructions in rivers, highly alternated 
flow regimes and intensive fishing, which also affects small immature individuals (Rassi et al. 
2010). Despite the critical status of the species, immature trouts are still today end up as by-catch in 
commercial gillnet fisheries mainly targeting whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus L.) (ICES 2013). 
 
1.1.3. Previous trout stock assessment models 
 
The first model specifically aimed for brown trout stock assessment was introduced by Sabaton et 
al. in 1997. Their aim was to link together a Leslie matrix (Leslie 1945) based population dynamics 
model and a physical model describing the quality of the river habitat, in order to predict changes in 
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mortality caused by the construction of hydroelectric plants. Other models presented at the time, 
were also based on the Leslie matrix and were either focused on the effects of dam building, flow 
regime, interspecies interactions on the trout population and the movements of  individual fish in 
the river habitat (Charles et al. 1998; Van Winkle et al. 1998; Gouraud et al. 2001).  
These models were aimed to describe populations in watersheds closed off from the sea, or they 
were developed to work only in a limited segment of the river, which resulted in a complete 
ignorance of the anadromous aspect of species life history.  In their model Sabaton et al. (1997) 
simply state that “..trout are capable of exploring the entire river segment until they find an 
available habitat or leave the system under study.”.  
The only previously published assessment model that took into account the migratory part of the 
trout population was published by Jarry et al. in 1998.  In their model Jarry et al. (1998) used stock-
recruitment functions to estimate the amount of smolts produced. These functions were based on 
field data from tagging experiments at sea, electro fishing fenced sections of the river, count data of 
ascending and descending trouts gathered over a twenty year period (Jarry et al 1998).  
Similar matrix and stock-recruitment function based models also have been used to predict smolt 
production in Atlantic salmon in rivers (Browne 1998; Chaput et al. 1998). However deterministic 
and data intensive models have later been replaced by probability based Bayesian hierarchical 
models (Rivot et al. 2004; Michielsens et al. 2008; Kuikka et al. 2014), which take into account the 
uncertainty in the model parameters.  
The first stochastic brown trout model was published by Lee and Hyman (1992) and their model 
was later applied to a probability network by Lee and Rieman (1997). Lee and Hyman’s (1992) 
model was designed to serve as a general model for salmonids and it was able to take into account 
anadromous migrations (Lee & Hyman 1992). In the model smolt numbers were estimated using 
stock-recruitment functions derived from the amount of eggs spawned (Lee & Hyman 1992). There 
is no indication in either paper that the model could be applied to trout stock exhibiting partial 
anadromy and the model was not specifically aimed for brown trout (Harris & Millner 2006) (Lee 
& Hyman 1992; by Lee & Rieman 1997) . 
Most recent brown trout models that utilizing Bayesian methods have been focusing on the effects 
of different environmental stressors on resident trout populations (Borsuk et al. 2006), estimation of 
trout biomass (Ruiz & Laplance 2010)  and length-based modeling of the stock (Lecomte & 
Laplanche 2012). All of these models deal with resident brown trout and none of them are able to 
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take into account migratory behavior (Borsuk et al. 2006; Ruiz & Laplance 2010; Lecomte & 
Laplanche 2012). 
The current model used by the ICES to monitor sea trout stocks in the Baltic Sea is based on 
comparisons between observed  and expected 0+ parr densities and catch at sea data (ICES 2014). 
The assessment does not include a population dynamics model, unlike the model used for Baltic 
salmon assessments (ICES 2014). 
 
1.1.4. Aim of this study 
 
All effective natural conservation plans require sufficient scientific knowledge about current status 
of the species. In the fisheries management framework this is especially true, since many of the 
typical conservation measures, such as catch quotas are likely to have a negative effect on the 
livelihood of commercial fishermen. Without sufficient evidence government officials will not able 
to take action, such as lowering catch quotas and setting higher minimum landing sizes, which 
would ensure the survival of the species.  
The usage of Bayesian methods in fisheries stock assessment enables the implementation of 
Bayesian decision analysis ading policymakers to understand the risks of different management 
actions (Kuikka et al. 1999; Kuikka et al. 2015). The latest “Green paper”, Reform of the Common 
Fisheries Policy, published by the European Commission in 2009 calls for ecologically sustainable 
future for European fisheries and the adaptation of precautionary approach to management (CEC 
2009; Kuikka et al. 2015). The role of precautionary approach and the need for Bayesian 
methodology are especially pronounced in the management of endangered populations, such as the 
Finnish populations of the anadromous trout. This view was already underlined by Lee and Hyman 
(1992) in their paper describing a stochastic model for assessing anadromous salmonid populations: 
‘Deterministic models that consider only central tendencies have no place in the analysis of 
threatened or endangered species.’ (Lee & Hyman 1992). 
The aim of this study is to improve sea trout stock assessment, by developing a biologically realistic 
probability based population dynamics model capable of accounting for the anadromous behavior in 
the trout stock. The model should be suited for predicting the yearly trout smolt run simultaneously 
in multiple rivers, based on electrofishing and smolt trapping survey data, while including 
parameter uncertainty in the assessment.  
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In order to improve the models ability to assess sea trout stocks in multiple rivers from a wider 
geographical scale, a regression model is also incorporated to utilize previously published datasets, 
which link the smoltification processes with latitudinal variation (Chelkowski 1978; Celkowski & 
Chelkowska 1982;  L’Abée-Lund et al. 1989; Debowski & Radtke 1994; Chelkowski 1992; 
Chelkowski 1995; Antoszek 1999; Skrupskelis et al. 2012). This also serves as a basis for further 
developing a full life-cycle model for brown trout. 
 
1.2. Bayesian modeling 
 
Bayesian inference is based on calculation inverse probabilities. Let A be an event caused by a 
variety of different prior events (causes) B1, B2, B3, …, Bk. If event A is observed, the conditional 
probability of prior event (cause) Bi can be calculated using Thomas Bayes’ formula: 
        
              
    
 
              
               
 
   
 
(1) 
This inverse thinking also applies to the basic philosophy of Bayesian inference. In frequentist 
statistics reality is seen as fixed and the observations made from it are seen as uncertain. This 
frequentist uncertainty is caused by the randomness and incomplete number of observations. In 
Bayesian inference this is inverted so that the observations are considered as certain, but the state of 
reality causing these observations is seen uncertain. This also enables calculating the probabilities 
of different models, conditional to the dataset. This is impossible in frequentist inference, where 
hypothesis testing has a central role. Hypothesis tests like Students t-test only tests the data, 
conditional to the null-hypothesis, not the other way around, as the name” null-hypothesis testing” 
might suggest. In Bayesian inference it is actually possible to calculate the probability of different 
hypotheses, based on observed the data. 
This difference is central in fisheries stock assessment, where scientists attempt to make inference 
about the unknown status of the fish population for management purposes (Hilborn & Walters 
1992). Frequentist measures of uncertainty, such as confidence intervals and standard errors only 
assess the probability of other observations, given that the point estimates of the stock size used are 
in fact the true values of the stock size. They do not assess the uncertainty in the actual stock size, 
which of course is the real target variable in fisheries management. 
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In Bayesian inference all unknown parameters are appointed with prior distributions, describing 
uncertainty or prior belief about the true values of the parameters. Ideally the prior distribution is a 
collection of all the information available on the parameter, before observations are made. This can 
also include subjective, non-observation based belief about the studied parameter. In order to link 
observations into the model the observation process needs to be described in the model. This is 
called the likelihood function. The likelihood function and the prior distribution are then combined 
to calculate the posterior distribution (formula 2). 
          
             
       
 
(2) 
, where P(  I data)  describes the updated perception of  after observations have been made. 
Since the data are assumed to be fixed true observation, the more data are observed, the less effect 
the prior has on the posterior distribution, but the effect of the (subjectively) selected likelihood 
function increases. Typically the posterior distribution is used as a new prior distribution in future 
studies. This leads to stacking new information over old information, a process that is somewhat 
analogous to cognitive learning.  
The nominator P(data) in formula 2 is typically impossible to calculate analytically and the 
posterior distribution of  is usually estimated using numerical methods, such as the Markov-chain 
Monte-Carlo simulation (MCMC). MCMC simulation uses random-walk computer algorithms, 
such as the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970), to create a 
sample of the posterior distribution.  
Utilizing Bayesian methods in fisheries stock assessment has several important advantages over 
frequentist methods. Expressing unknown and unmeasurable variables, such as natural mortality, as 
probabilities instead of point estimates is more realistic and makes the assessment processes more 
transparent (Kuikka et al. 2014). This also enables risk and decision analysis, both of which are 
crucial in managing endangered natural resources like the Baltic Sea trout stocks (Kuikka et al. 
2014). For example, it would be potentially disastrous to increase fishing pressure based on a point 
estimates that could later turn out to be false, resulting in overfishing and collapse of the fish stock. 
This type of assessment method would also be against the precautionary principal, legislated by the 
European council (CEC 2009). 
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Second important advantage is the Bayesian approach’s ability to cope with sparse and missing data 
points. Missing data values are simulated by the observation model. This also makes predictive 
forecasts possible in a state-space model. In fisheries stock assessment these forecasts can be used 
to guide fishing policies. 
The third advantage is the methods ability to use informative priors based on expert knowledge. 
This is usually referred as expert elicitation. Expert elicitation is a practice of formulating 
unquantified information about a model parameter into a prior distribution. The advantage of this is 
that model makers can include all available information into the model before computing the 
posterior distribution. Expert elicitation is typically used in cases, where the study variable has not 
been measured before or measuring it would not be feasible due to sampling difficulties and / or 
costs. In these cases it is more efficient to just summarize the current understanding of relevant 
experts into a prior distribution. 
 
1.2.1. Hierarchical meta-analysis models 
 
Hierarchical meta-analysis models are a special case of Bayesian modeling, focusing around the 
concept of super populations. Hierarchical meta-analysis models are used in studies where the 
studied variables are thought to be related to one another in some way, by the structure of the 
studied system. This structure can be an actual physical structure or the way parts of the system are 
thought to be theoretically structured, or sometimes both. In the case of fisheries stock assessment 
these types of structured relationships could be thought to exist between different stocks of the same 
species.  
For example relationship between the spawning stock and new recruits in different salmon stocks of 
the same region can be viewed as separate manifestations of the same species specific relationship. 
The observed stock specific relationship can vary between rivers due to different environmental 
conditions, but every stock is thought to have a theoretical expected mean for the relationship. This 
parameterization enables flow of information through the hierarchical system: if information from 
the relationship is observed in one river it also results in learning about the super population of 
relationships. This information is then reflected into the prior distributions of other rivers, resulting 
in learning throughout the system. 
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2. Material and methods 
2.1. Markov-chain Monte-Carlo simulation 
 
The posterior densities were simulated with a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al. 
1953; Hastings 1970) using JAGS 3.4.0. software. The simulation output was then imported and 
analyzed in R 3.1.2 using the rjags and runjags R-packages. Posterior distributions and 
convergence diagnostics were plotted using the mcmc.plots package for R. Graphs used to depict 
the results were created using R’s built-in functions and the fanplot-package for R. 
 
2.2. Model checking and model testing 
 
To make sure that the model performs as intended the model was run with data simulated using 
fixed values of model variables. These parameters were then assigned with uninformative priors and 
the fixed values used for data creation were attempted to learn from the simulated data. As a result 
the mean values predicted by the model should be close to those used to simulate the data. 
Model’s fit to data is assessed using Bayesian p-values (Gelman et al. 2014). The ultimate test for 
model performance was done by running the model with a dataset, where the last observations had 
been omitted. Model’s prediction for these observations was then compared with the true 
observations. Similar procedure for model testing is proposed by Mäntyniemi (2006). 
Bayesian model averaging (Gelman et al. 2014) was used to combine expert elicitations given two 
experts for same model parameters. Bayesian model averaging was also used to evaluate different 
parameterizations of catchability curves in the electrofishing observation model. Bayesian model 
averaging is a method used to calculate uncertainty in model selection, thus attempting to eliminate 
bias induced by model selection (Gelman et al. 2014).  
Bayesian model averaging is based on the idea, that one of the possible models included in the 
analysis is the true model, best describing the data. The comparison of models is done by assigning 
different models with weights, based on prior knowledge of every model’s probability of being true. 
The model consisting of multiple model possibilities is then run with the data. The resulting 
posterior distributions of models correspond to their probability of being true, conditional to the 
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data. Bayesian model averaging was implemented in this study using the Carlin & Chip - method 
(Carlin & Chip 1995). 
 
2.3. Data 
 
The data used to assess model performance and its compatibility with real-world observations 
consist of electrofishing survey data and smolt trapping data, gathered from two rivers, River Pirita 
and River Ingarskila, both flowing to the Gulf of Finland. Priors based on expert elicitation were 
used to calculate the amount of newborn individuals entering the fish stock at the beginning of 
every year. 
 
2.3.1. River Pirita  
 
River Pirita is located in northern Estonia, east of the Estonian capital Tallinn. The river is 105 km 
long, of which 69.5 km is estimated to be accessible by salmonids. River Pirita catchment area is 
799 km
2 
and average flow is 6.59 m
3
 / s. The river inhabits both trout (Salmo trutta L.) and salmon 
(Salmo salar L.) populations. There are 4 migration hindrances, 1 of which has a fish way. The 
river’s flow regime is regulated and it has negatively affected salmonid parr production. The 
ecological status of River Pirita is classified as poor according to the European Water Framework 
Directives classification system. (HELCOM 2011) 
The River Pirita dataset consist of nine years of annual electrofishing survey data (2005-2013) 
gathered in the autumn period and nine years of annual smolt trapping data (2006-2014) gathered in 
the spring time by researchers of the University of Tartu’s Marine Institute of Estonia. Fish ages 
were determined from scales. The electrofishing data consists of a total of 1083 individual trout 
parrs aged 0+ to 3+. All individuals recognized as hatchery born were omitted from the data. 
The smolt trapping data consists of a total of 914 trapped trout smolts. The smolts were trapped at 
the river mouth using a fyke net.  
The trap’s efficiency was assessed with Petersen-Lincoln (Petersen 1896; Lincoln 1930) type mark-
recapture experiments. A total of 1086 fish were tagged with a fluorescent marker and transported 
upstream, where they were released back into the river. The fish were not anesthetized in the 
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tagging process.  During years 2006 and 2007 all marked fish were salmon smolts and no trouts 
were marked. Between 2008 and 2014 trout smolts were marked separately and only the trout data 
were used in this study. 
 
2.3.2. River Ingarskila 
 
River Ingarskila is situated in southern Finland approximately 45 km west of the Finnish capital 
Helsinki. River Ingarskila is a small 50 km long river, with a mean flow of 1.6 m
3
 / s and a 
catchment area of 160 km
2
. The ecological status of the river is classified as satisfactory according 
to the European Water Framework Directive’s classification system. 
The river is known to have historically inhabited a migratory brown trout population and the river’s 
sea trout stock is one of the few remaining original sea trout stock in Finland (Saura 2001). 
The River Ingarskila dataset consist of five years of annual autumn electrofishing data (2009-2013) 
and two years of smolt trapping data (2012-2013) collected by the researchers at the Natural 
Resources Institute of Finland and Fish and Water Research Ltd. 
The electrofishing data consists of a total of 1418 individual trouts, but not all fish are age 
determined and therefore the complete dataset could not be used directly. 280 individuals were aged 
as >0+, >1+ or age undefined. 38 of these were omitted from the analysis completely, since no 
age-determined individuals were caught from the same sampling areas. The age-specific densities 
of the other vaguely age-determined 242 individuals were used as a prior for the mean density of 
individuals at the beginning of the model run (see section 3.1.). The age-determined individuals 
were aged as either 0+ or 1+. Catches of other age-groups were marked as NA, since there was 
evidence that these age-groups were actually detected in the data. 
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The two year smolt trapping data consisted of 81 individual trout smolts, aged 1+ to 4+ years old. In 
2012 the smolt trapping was carried out using a rotary screw trap, also known as a “smolt screw”. In 
2013 the trapping was partly done using a smolt screw and partly using a fyke net (picture 3). In 
both years the smolt screw’s position was adjusted during the trapping according to the flow regime 
of the river. 
 
Picture 1. The smolt screw and fyke net traps used in River Ingarskila in 2013 (photo credit: Fish 
and Water Research Ltd. 2013). 
 
Because of the small amount of wild smolts, the mark-recapture experiments were carried out using 
hatchery raised trout smolts and mandarins released upstream from the trap (Haikonen 2012; 
Haikonen & Tolvanen 2013). Mandarins were thought to float at the same depth and in a similar 
way as the descending smolts (Haikonen 2012; Haikonen & Tolvanen 2013). The tagged hatchery 
raised smolts were anesthetized and tagged with an anchor-T tag. In order to keep the amount of 
model parameters low, all types of trapping gear and all types of mark-recapture experiments are 
thought to yield similar catchability estimates.  
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Picture 2. Mandarins were used to assess the smolt traps efficiency in the River Ingarskila data 
(photo credit: Fish and Water Research Ltd. 2013) 
 
2.3.3. Previously published data 
 
There are several previously published reports of age-variation in downward migrating sea trout 
smolts (Chelkowski 1978; Celkowski & Chelkowska 1982;  L’Abée-Lund et al. 1989; Debowski & 
Radtke 1994; Chelkowski 1992; Chelkowski 1995; Antoszek 1999; Skrupskelis et al. 2012) and the 
mean age of smolts  (L’Abée-Lund et al. 1989; Jonsson 1993; Jonsson & L’Abée-Lund 1993; 
Jonsson & Jonsson 2001). Some of these publications simply report different life-history 
parameters, such as growth rate and age at migration (Chelkowski 1978; Celkowski & Chelkowska 
1982; Debowski & Radtke 1994; Chelkowski 1992; Chelkowski 1995; Antoszek 1999; Skrupskelis 
et al. 2012) in rivers from the same region, while others (L’Abée-Lund et al. 1989; Jonsson & 
L’Abée-Lund 1993) analyze larger trends in life-history parameters over large latitudinal gradient.  
In their study Jonsson et al. (1993) examined the effect of latitude on the life-history variables of 
sea-run brown trout in 102 European rivers, from a latitudinal range of 54 to 70 ˚N. In their report, 
Jonsson et al. only published the correlations between different variables and not the actual 
observations themselves (Jonsson et al. 1993). 
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In order to include the effect of latitude on trout’s life-history, literature was searched for reported 
age-distributions and mean smolt ages in various rivers. In a publication L’Abée-Lund et al. (1989) 
reported the mean ages of trout smolts from 34 Norwegian rivers from a latitudinal gradient of 
58.59 to 70.22 ˚N. L’Abée-Lund et al. also included information on sample sizes and the 95 % 
confidence Interval of the mean (L’abée-Lund et al. 1989). To further expand the latitudinal 
gradient, datasets of four Lithuanian rivers (Chelkowski 1978 ; Celkowski & Chelkowska 1982; 
Skrupskelis et al. 2012) and three Polish rivers (Chelkowski 1992; Debowski & Radtke 1994; 
Chelkowski 1995 ; Antoszek 1999) were also included. The geographical coordinates of different 
rivers were assumed to be measured at the river mouth, and if the coordinates were not reported in 
the original paper, they were measured at the river mouth using Google Maps® - web service. 
All data used is represented in appendix B. 
 
2.3.4. Expert elicitation 
 
Three experts were consulted for this study. They have been monitoring the study rivers for several 
years and their professional expertise is related to migratory salmonid populations. The experts 
were asked to estimate the amount of suitable reproductive areas in the study rivers and the average 
density of 0+ parrs per 100 m
2
 of reproductive area. These variables were used to assess the amount 
of newborn trouts entering the population at the beginning every year (see section 3.1.). 
The expert elicitation processes was done using a MS Excel-based form, which enabled visual 
examination of the prior distribution. The experts could set their most likely estimate as the mean of 
the prior and then use sliders to visually assess the amount of uncertainty in their estimate. 
Log.normal distribution was used for both variables. 
MSc Martin Kesler from the Estonian Marine Institute, University of Tartu served as an expert for 
River Pirita’s parameters. His estimates are represented in figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1. Martin Kesler’s prior distribution for total area suitable for trout reproduction in River 
Pirita. 
 
Figure 2. Martin Keslers expert prior for average density of 0+ parrs in River Pirita.  
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For River Ingarskila two experts were used. MSc Ari Saura from the National Resource Institute of 
Finland assessed the amount of 0+ parrs produced per 100 m
2
 of suitable spawning area (figure 3). 
  
Figure 3. Ari Saura’s expert prior for average density of 0+ parrs in River Ingarskila. 
 
Saura also gave an estimate for the amount of suitable spawning grounds, but he stated that he did 
not have the best available knowledge of the total area. In order to get a better view of the amount 
of spawning grounds BSc Aki Janatuinen was also asked for input. The two assessments were 
merged using Bayesian model averaging (Gelman et al. 2014). Both experts agreed that Janatuinen 
had better knowledge of the true amount of spawning grounds in River Ingarskila, and therefore 
Janatuinen’s prior was given 60 % weight in the model averaging process. The separate and 
combined prior distribution of Saura and Janatuinen are represented in figures 4, 5 and 6.  
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Figure 4. Aki Janatuinen’s expert prior for total reproduction area in River Ingarskila. 
 
Figure 5. Ari Saura’s expert prior for total reproduction area in River Ingarskila. 
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Figure 6. Combined distribution of the total area suitable for trout reproduction based on two expert 
priors. 
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3. The model 
 
This model is a hierarchical state-space model, i.e. a model, where the starting point (input) and the 
ending point (output) of every given state is observed by the observation model, but the transition 
between these states cannot be directly observed. In this model the different states consists of time 
steps, age-classes and the parr and smolt stocks.  
The model can be divided into five individual submodels hierarchically linked together by the 
population dynamics equations. These submodels can be further divided into two groups. The first 
group includes two observations models which feed the information on population densities in the 
electrofishing and smolt trapping data (see section 3.2.), into the population dynamics model. This 
group also includes a regression model linking previously published datasets from literature, into 
the smoltification model (see section 3.2.3.). The second group consists of two models describing 
the transition probabilities of individuals between time-steps; smoltification and survival (see 
section 3.1.1. and 3.1.2.).  
This model describes only the juvenile phase of the trout’s life-cycle and all individuals in the 
population are assumed to be sexually immature and that they have passed the early alevin and fry 
stages of development (Elliot 1994). 
A graphical summary of the model can be found in appendix A. 
 
3.1. Population dynamics equations 
 
According to Jonssson & Jonsson (2011) the reported maximum age of smoltification is 9 years. 
Therefore the fish stocks are divided into 10 age-groups (0+ to ≥ 9+ years old), denoted by a in this 
model. 
The model time steps include years, denoted by y, each consisting of four seasons, denoted by t. At 
the beginning of the time series (y = 1, t = 1) the fish stock’s initial state in the study rivers (r) is 
given an informative prior, based on estimates of total amount of area suitable for reproduction at 
given river, and the average densities of individuals in every age-group per 100 m
2
, denoted by x  
(formula 3). The density estimates are given for an area of 100 m
2
, because this is typically used as 
a standard area for reporting fish densities in electrofishing surveys. 
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(3) 
The amount of newborn individuals entering the population at the beginning of the year is derived 
from expert knowledge on average densities of 0+ individuals per 100 m
2
. Since the experts used in 
this study base their knowledge on their previous experience with electrofishing experiments, these 
estimates are assumed to be biased so that they describe the densities detected in autumn (t = 3), 
rather than the beginning of the year (t = 1). This conclusion was also verified by the experts 
(personal communications with Kessler and Saura 2015). In order to correct this error and to 
calculate the actual fish densities at the beginning of the year, the estimates are divided by the 
probability of surviving trough the two time-steps (formula 4): 
         
        
                                      
 
(4) 
The densities for parrs aged 1+ to ≥ 9+ per 100 m2 at beginning of the time series (y = 1, t = 1) is 
estimated by utilizing the incomplete age-determinations in the electrofishing dataset from river 
Ingarskilanjoki, and Saura’s view on the most probable age of these individuals (see section 2.3.2).  
In the rivers only providing the latitudinal data, the amount of area suitable for reproduction is 
assumed to equal to 1000 and the density of parrs is assumed to be 50 for 0+ parrs and 10. This 
“short-cut” is justified, since the absolute amount of fish in these rivers is irrelevant in this study 
and their simulation would needlessly increase the time needed for simulation convergence.  
After the first time step the amount of parrs is dependent on the amount of parrs in time-step t-1 and 
transition probabilities P(survival) and P(smolt) at given time step (see formulas 9 and 17). This 
transition is modeled with a binomial distribution, which was further approximated for 
computational reasons with a Poisson distribution (formula 5). 
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(5) 
After four time-steps a new year begins, and the parrs move from age-group a to age group a+1. 
This is dependent on the amount of parrs aged a, at t=4 in year y-1 and the probability of survival at 
time-step y,t = 1 (formula 6): 
                                                   
                              
                                             
  
(6) 
At the beginning of a year new age 0+ fish enter the population (formulas 3. and 4.) and the fish 
aged 1+ to ≥ 9+ will either remain in the river (formula 5) or smoltify and leave the population. The 
amount of smolts produced is assumed to depend on the amount of parrs aged >0 at time-step t=1 
and the probability of smoltification P(smolt) at given time-step, age and river. This is also modeled 
with a binomial distribution (formula 7): 
                                        
(7) 
 
3.1.1. Survival 
 
Natural mortality is the sole source of mortality in unexploited fish populations and it is typically 
caused by predation and competition by other species, intraspecific competition (Sinclair 1989), and 
population density dependent factors, such as diseases, parasites and in some cases cannibalism 
(Ricker 1954). Physical and chemical factors in water quality also have an effect on mortality rates 
in salmonid populations (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011). In the case of brown trout, pH value, oxygen 
concentration, water temperature and stream flow can have a significant effect on mortality rates at 
certain times of the year, especially in low population densities (Nicola et al. 2008; Nicola et al. 
2009). 
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There are no commercial fisheries targeting riverine brown trout populations, but many populations 
are targeted by recreational fishers. In this model fishing mortality is assumed to be zero. This 
assumption is justified by the fact that, the model focuses mostly on the small juvenile trout parrs. 
Small (6-25 cm) trouts are typically not considered as desirable catch by recreational fishers, and 
they are protected by a legislated minimum landing size in both countries. 
In this model mortality and smoltification are seen as mutually exclusive processes, thus in order for 
the fish to smoltify it must survive, and in order for it to live on another time-step in the river it 
must not smoltify. Hence the probability of survival P(survival) is calculated as the joint probability 
of survival and the probability of not smoltifying (formula 8): 
                                 
(8) 
, where π is the age-specific probability estimate for survival rate and ρ is the probability estimate 
for smoltification rate, at given river. Values of π do not take into account smoltification and the 
values of ρ only take into account smoltification in the absence of mortality. This is reflected in the 
formulation of survival in formula 8. 
Season-specific survival rate is calculated as the 4
th
 root of survival to account for the four yearly 
time-steps (t) in the model. Probability of smoltifying is assumed to be negligible after time step 1, 
hence the two definitions in formula 9. 
                           
 
          
                           
 
  
(9) 
Age-specific probability estimate for survival rate π is modeled using a logistic regression. Natural 
mortality rates in fish are typically highest in juvenile age-groups due to predation, competition 
between individuals within the species (Sinclair 1989 ) and ‘bottlenecks’ , such as availability of 
suitable-sized food particles (Armstrong 1997) or the availability of suitable territory (Elliot 1989). 
This relationship between age and survival has been accounted for in this model, by using a logistic 
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regression prior with positive correlation between age and survival. This results in a prior favoring 
lower survival rates for younger and higher survival rates for older individuals. 
      
          
            
  
(10) 
, where απ = the slope of the logistic curve, a = fishes age-group and βπ = the intercept term of the 
logistic curve (formula 11).  
                   
                      
(11) 
Similar method has been used in salmon models by Mäntyniemi (2006) and Michielsens et al. 
(2008). There are very few studies published, where the estimates of mortality rates have been 
reported, let alone measured in nature. Natural mortality is widely considered to be one of the most 
difficult parameters to estimate in fisheries stock assessment models (Vetter 1988). 
In their study Clark and Rose (1997) reported the natural mortality rates of brook chars (Salvelinus 
fonitalis) and rainbow trouts (Onchorynchus mykiss) in a hypothetical stream population. They 
reported that their model seemed to match the observations made in similar real-life populations 
(Clark & Rose 1997). The species studied by Clark and Rose (1997) belong to the same family 
Salmonidae as the brown trout and have similar life-histories, which justifies the expansion of 
Clark’s and Rose’s estimated to this study. Their yearly mortality estimates are summarized in table 
1. 
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Table 1. Daily mortarlity (M) and survival (S) rates of brook trout and rainbow trout  reported by 
Clark & Rose (1997). S=e
-(M*365)
  
 
Daily 
mortality 
rate (M) 
Yearly 
survival 
rate (S) 
 
Brook char 
age 0 
 
 
0.0028 
 
 
0.3599 
age 1 0.0026 0.3871 
age 2 0.0023 0.4319 
age 3 0.0023 0.4319 
 
Rainbow trout 
age 0 
 
 
0.0027 
 
 
0.3733 
age 1 0.0026 0.3871 
age 2 0.0022 0.448 
age 3 0.0023 0.4319 
   Average     
age 1 0.0026 0.3871 
age 2 0.00225 0.44 
age 3 0.0023 0.4319 
 
However these estimates are not directly used to assessing yearly survival rates. Instead they are 
used to fit the mean intercept term and the mean slope of the logistic curve used in this study. Since 
survival rates are poorly known the prior for the intercept term is assigned high uncertainty. 
Survival is thought to increase with age and in order to maintain this relationship; the slope 
parameter is assigned with slightly lower uncertainty. Figures 6 and 7 show the prior distribution 
for π and the 4th root of π respectively. 
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Figure 7. Prior distribution for yearly survival probability estimate (π). 
 
Figure 8. Prior distribution for seasonal survival probability estimate (π1/4).. 
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3.1.2. Smoltification 
 
In other similar Bayesian stock assessment models describing the smolt production of salmon 
(Salmo salar L.) the smoltification process has been modeled using logistic regression In these 
models the probability for an individual fish in a certain age-group becoming a smolt approaches 1, 
as the age of the fish increases (Mäntyniemi 2006; Michielsens et al. 2008). This type of modeling 
is biologically justified for salmon, but not for sea trout, which has a more flexible ecology. Unlike 
salmon, not all trout parrs hatched in a river are destined to become migratory and go through 
smoltification (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011). In some cases the majority or all of the fish can stay in the 
river their entire lives, maturating and reproducing without ever becoming smolts (Harris & Millner 
2006; Jonsson & Jonsson 2011; Klemetsen et al 2003). Also the opposite is true in some cases, 
where some individuals hatch and spawn in brackish water and never enter the freshwater habitat 
(Limburg et al. 2001). There is no clear cut division between the migratory part and the non-
migratory part of the stock (Harris & Millner 2006).  
The individuals migrating out of the river system, however tend to be juvenile fish and the mature 
individuals that stay in the river tend to be from older age groups (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011). In 
some rivers a very small proportion of the fish become migratory at the end of their first summer in 
the river (Limburg et al. 2001; Jonsson et al. 2001; Taal et al. 2014). These young (0+) migrators 
are not caught with typical smolt trapping gear, since the trapping is done during spring, when the 
majority of the fish smoltify (Limburg et al. 2001; Jonsson et al. 2001; Taal et al. 2014). This early 
migration is thought to be a density-triggered phenomenon and an adaptation to overcrowding in 
streams (Jonsson et al. 2001) 
In this study all brown trout’s inside a river basin are considered to be parts of the same stock and 
that all fish have the potential to migrate out to sea as suggested by Lamond (1916). Smoltification 
process in the spring is usually triggered by temperature, photoperiod (Jonsson 1991), age and most 
importantly size of the fish (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011; L’Abée-Lund 1989). Temperature and 
photoperiod account for year to year variations in the timing of the smolt run. However on the 
individual level, size and age determine their response to the triggers (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011).  
Typically trout parrs need to grow at least up to 12 cm in length in order to undergo smoltification 
(Jonsson & Jonsson 2011). The age in which individuals reach this size depends on the growth of 
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the individual, which is related to the length of the growing season and the availability of suitable 
food. These are both usually related to latitude and as reported by L’Abée-Lund  et al.(1989), 
Jonsson & L’Abée-Lund (1993) and Jonsson & Jonsson (2001) the mean soltification increases 
with increasing latitude. This is thought to be a population specific, genetic adaptation to local 
conditions (Jonsson & Jonsson 2001). 
The complicated interactions between the individual’s genetics and the environment suggested by 
Hindar et al. (1990) and Charles et al. (2005) are modeled as the uncertainty in the smoltification 
variables.  
In this model the theoretical probability of individual trout becoming a smolt is assumed to increase 
up to a certain age, after which the probability starts to decrease, as the fish “chooses” a non-
migratory life strategy. This type of parabolic shaped prior, starting from zero probability and 
ending in zero probability is biologically more justified than a logistic regression prior, starting 
from zero and determined to end in probability of one used in salmon models. This is modeled 
using the bell-shaped Gaussian function (formula 12). The sea migrations of 0+ year-olds reported 
by Limburg et al. (2001), Jonsson et al. (2001) and Taal et al. (2014) is omitted from this model, 
since the proportion of fish migrating out to sea in the autumn period is small and their mortality in 
the river estuary is thought to be high (Limburg et al. 2001; Jonsson et al. 2001; Taal et al. 2014). 
This is accounted for by defining the ρ parameter as zero at age 0+ in the model. 
          
  
        
  
  
  
       
(12) 
All the parameters in the function are assumed to be able to vary from one river to the other. The σ 
parameter controlling the range in which the fish can smoltify can be interpreted as a representation 
of the trout population’s ability to smoltify at a wide spectrum of ages, in every given river. There is 
very little prior knowledge of this parameter and therefore σ is given a uniformly-distributed prior 
between 0.01 and 10 (formula 13) 
                 
(13) 
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The height of the probability peak, denoted by τ can be seen as a stock-specific tendency to become 
migratory, which could be determined by genetic and environmental factors (Hindar et al. 1990; 
Charles et al. 2005). In lack of better knowledge τ is given a wide beta-distributed prior between 
zero and one, with an expected value of 0.5 (formula 13, figure 9). 
             
 (14) 
 
Figure 9. Prior distribution for τ. 
 
The µ parameter controlling the peak age of smoltification in a specific river is assumed to have a 
correlation with latitude (˚N), linking it to the observations reported by L’Abée-Lund et al. (1989), 
Jonsson & L’Abée-Lund (1993) and Jonsson & Jonsson (2011).  In other words the µ parameter is 
thought of as a mathematical formulation of the stock-specific adaptation to local environmental 
conditions suggested by previous studies (Heath et al. 2008; Harris & Millner 2006). The prior for ρ 
with the latitudinal relationship ignored, representing a fully random river, is presented in figure 10.   
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Since the µ parameter has never been studied before, its relationship with latitude given is a logistic 
prior, with high uncertainty (formulas 15 and 16). The logistic regression model is more suited for 
this than the linear regression model used in previous studies, since it keeps parameter values 
between the intervals desired for this study.   
         
                  
                    
  
(15) 
, where agen = n
th
 age-group = 10 in this study, αµ = the slope of the logistic curve, latituder = river 
latitude and βµ = the intercept term of the logistic curve.  
                      
                      
 (16) 
The only assumption made in the prior specification is that the slope of the curve is slightly 
positive, giving the peak age of smoltification a positively correlated relationship with latitude. This 
assumption is justified by the trout’s biology. Smoltification is a length-dependent phenomenon and 
smaller smolts have been found to be less adapted to seawater than older, larger individuals (Hoar 
1976). This would suggest that slow growing individuals would smoltify later in their life than fast 
growing individuals.  L’Abée-Lund et al. (1989) noted that parr growth rate decreased with 
increasing latitude ( N). L’Abée-Lund et al. (1989) proposed that the slower growth rate, combined 
with increasing predation, salinity and decreasing water temperature in the saltwater habitat could 
explain the latitudinal clines that they observed. The prior distribution for the relationship between 
µ and latitude is presented in figure 11.  The effect of different µ - parameter values is demonstrated 
in figure 12. 
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Figure 10. 200 draws from the prior distribution of smoltification probability estimate (ρ). µ = 
random variable between 0 and 10. 
 
Figure 11. 200 draws from the prior distribution of parameter µ. 
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Figure 12. The effect of different µ - parameters on the age-dependent probability of smoltification. 
 
In order to also account for mortality, the final probability of smoltification is modeled as the joint 
probability of survival and smoltification (formula 17) 
                        
 
       
(17) 
This probability is then used to count the actual amount of smolts migrating from the river at time-
step t = 1 in formula 7. In other time-steps P(smolt) is assumed to be zero. 
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3.2. Observation models 
 
The dataset consists of two types of fish samples: electrofishing samples and the smolt trapping 
samples (see section 2.3.). Electrofishing is conducted in late summer or autumn and it provides the 
estimates for the yearly parr population in the river system. The smolt trapping samples are gathered 
in the spring, shortly after ice break.  
 
3.2.1 Electrofishing process 
 
Electrofishing is a removal sampling method,  based on the fishes’ sensitivity towards 
electromagnetic fields and the paralysis caused be the electromagnetic current (Halsband 1967). 
The effect of the electric current is also influenced by the conductivity of the water (Alabaster & 
Hartley 1962). 
The typical sampling procedure is carried out by two to three persons. One of the samplers is 
carrying the generator on their back and operating the anode staff, which is used to attract and stun 
the fish. The others follow the anode operator, using a handheld net to scoop the stunned fish in to a 
water filled container, where the fish are stored alive for further handling. (Taylor et al. 2002) 
In the sampling process parr are assumed to be caught individually with certain probability of 
capture, i.e. catchability (w). With this assumption the amount of parrs in a sampling area can be 
estimated with a binomial distribution, where the number of trials (N) is the true amount of fish in 
the sampled area (formula 18).  
                              
(18) 
In order to facilitate the MCMC-simulation the binomial distribution of catchy,a,r is approximated 
using a Poisson distribution (formula 19). 
                                 
                          
(19) 
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Catchability is typically estimated based on the declining amount of captured fish per removal, and 
it is assumed to be equal for all fish in the sampled population and not varying between successive 
removals (Bohlin 1983). As pointed out by Mäntyniemi et al. (2005b) this can result in an 
underestimation of the population size, which can be corrected by using Bayesian models with 
unequal catchability estimates. 
In this model the catchability is assumed to be correlated with the fish’s length. In theory the fishes 
affinity to swim towards the electrical current increases with fish size. Thus the longer the fish, the 
easier it is to catch it with electrofishing gear (Reynolds 1996; Reynolds & Simpson 1978; Vibert 
1967). This has been found to hold true for brown trout, especially in streams with low conductivity 
(Borgstrom & Skaala 1993). While this relationship may be true in theory, in practice the larger fish 
sense the electrical current farther away, and tend to be spooked away from the sampling area. Very 
large individuals are also too big to be scooped up with the sampling net. Consequently their 
existence is observed, but they are not recorded in the data. 
In order to model the different effects that the fishing gear has on larger individuals, two logistic 
regression lines are used as priors for the catchability of individual fish. The first regression line 
was fitted to have increasing catchability values with increasing length, and the other one was fitted 
with decreasing values, with increasing length. Both models were then weighted using Bayesian 
model averaging (Gelman et al. 2014; Carlin & Chip 1995), resulting in final catchability estimate 
being the weighted average of the two models  (formula 20, figure 13).  
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(20) 
Typically age has a strong positive correlation with the length of the fish, especially in young 
juvenile fish. For the sake of simplicity age was used as an estimate for fish length, but in 
populations exiting stunted growth, this not always true (Jobling & Reinsnes 1986). In the datasets 
used for this study there was no evidence of stunted growth. 
In this model all yearly electrofishing surveys within a river are treated as one single-removal trial, 
with different catchabilities between age-groups. This parameterizing of the model is justified by 
the lower amount of model parameters, and the fact that the mean values used for the catchability 
estimate are already based on declining catches between successive removals (Bohlin 1983). 
 Figure 13. Two opposite priors for age-specific catchability (w) in electrofishing experiments.  
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3.2.2. Smolt trapping 
 
Smolt trapping is typically done using a fyke net or a rotary trapping device, usually referred to as a 
‘smoltscrew’. In the dataset used in this study both trap types were used (see section 2.3.). In the 
smolt trapping experiments the trap was placed beneath the lowest rapids, or in the river mouth, 
where there is sufficient current.  
Salmonids tend to lose their territorial behavior after smoltification and gather into schools for their 
downstream migration (Hoar 1988). According to Svendsen et al. (2007) the smolts swim in the 
center and near the bottom, but other studies suggest that salmonid smolts swim near the surface 
(Moore et al. 1998; Davidsen et al. 2005). According to Jonsson & Jonsson (2011) orientation of 
smolts with the current depends on the velocity of the current. In fast currents the smolts move 
downstream tail first, head facing the current. In slower currents the smolts actively swim 
downwards head facing downstream (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011). This would suggest that the smolts 
are unable to detect the trap in areas of fast current velocities.  
In this model each fish is assumed to enter the trap individually and therefore the process can be 
modeled as a binomially distributed variable, where the true number of smolts leaving the river is 
the amount of independent trials (formula 21):  
                                        
(21) 
In order to ease the MCMC simulation, the computationally difficult binomial distribution of the 
smolt-trapping processes is also approximated using a Poisson distribution (formula 22): 
                         
                                   
(22) 
The catchability of an independent smolt was given a beta-distribution, with a simple mean value 
derived from the trap’s width per river’s width ratio (formula 23):  
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 (23) 
The catchability in smolt trapping is typically estimated using the Petersen-Lincoln method 
(Petersen 1896; Lincoln 1930), in which some or all of the fish caught in the trap are marked with a 
visual tag, and then transported upstream to be released back into the river. Different batches of fish 
tagged on different dates are differentiated from one another by using different colored tags, or 
reshaping the tag, when using a T-anchor tag. The catchability is then estimated to be the ratio 
between the number of re-captured individuals and the number of fish released. The findings of 
Moore et al. (1998) and Davidsen et al. (2005) suggest that the use of mandarins for estimating 
catchability in the River Ingarskila data is justified (see section 2.3.1.). 
In this model the tagging experiment is defined as a binomially distributed process with the same 
chance of success as in the trapping procedure (formula 24): 
                                                 
(24) 
The size of the tagged population is assumed to be constant in the Petersen-Lincoln model, but in 
reality certain tagging methods can harm the fish causing some of them to perish before they can 
leave the river. This is taken into account by adding an extra variable Tsurv into the model. Tsurv is 
calculated as the proportion of tagged (Tagged) fish surviving the tagging procedure (surv). 
Probability of survival is given a loose beta-distributed prior, with the expected value decided river 
specifically, depending on the methods used by researchers collecting the data. This way the 
binomial distribution describing the process takes the form: 
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(25) 
 
3.2.3. Model for previously published data  
 
The previously published datasets (appendix C.) of observed mean smolt ages (Χmean age) are fed into 
the model as observations of the weighted average of smolt ages (µ mean age) in every given river. 
The confidence intervals reported by L’Abée-Lund et al. (1989) are also included into the analysis 
as variation in the observation processes. Thus Χ Smolt mean age (formula 26) can be seen as a normally-
distributed variable with an expected value µ Smolt age (formula 27) and standard deviation σ Χ Smolt 
mean age (formula 28): 
                                          
(26) 
 
          
             
 
   
 
     
          
           
 
   
 
(27) 
            
         
    
  
(28) 
For rives, where the 95 % confidence interval was not reported and the study rivers σ Χ mean age was 
given a flat prior between 0 and 1 (formula 29): 
                       
(29) 
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This parameterizing forms a hierarchical link from the previous datasets, into the population 
dynamics model. Since the µr   parameter in the smoltification model is assumed to correlate with 
latitude, the model is able to adjust the peak age of smoltification based on the observed mean age 
in every given river. If mortality was assumed to be zero, then: 
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4. Results 
 
4.1. Model checking with simulated data 
 
In order to validate that the model works as intended it was run with an artificial 16 year dataset, 
created by running a fully deterministic version of the model. In the model version used for model 
checking the relationship between smoltification and latitude (see section 3.3) was ignored and the 
models for Petersen-Lincoln tag-recapture and historical observations were left out.  
The priors for catchabilities in the observation models were assigned with wide beta distributions, 
with expected value of 0.2. The x-parameter controlling the amount of new-born individuals was 
given a wide log.normally distributed prior with mode values corresponding to the fixed values 
used for data simulation (40 and 30), and standard deviations corresponding to 24.7 on the original 
scale. The idea was to give these key-parameters uninformative priors, so that the model would 
have to learn them almost only based on the information gained from the observations.  
The MCMC simulation using the simulated data was first run with two chains for 5.0x10
5
 iterations 
per chains, while saving every 1 000
th
 sample. This took approximately 66 minutes on Windows 7 
computer, fitted with 3.4 GHz Intel i7-4770 processor and 32 GB of memory. The chains seemed to 
be somewhat mixed, but heavily autocorrelated (figure 14).  
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Figure 14. Convergence diagnostics catchability after 5.0x10
5
 iterations. 
 
The MCMC simulation was re-run with two chains, now for 2.0 x10
7
 iterations per chain while 
saving every 20 000
th
 sample, resulting in a sample size of 1000 iterations. This took approximately 
45 hours on Windows 7 computer, fitted with 3.4 GHz Intel i7-4770 processor and 32 GB of 
memory.  
First 5.0 x10
6
 iterations were discarded in order to eliminate the burn-in phase of the simulation. 
After this the simulation was deemed as converged, even though the running means of the two 
chains were not completely converged in some parameters. The simulation seemed to struggle 
especially with the x - parameter controlling the 0+ parr densities in the river and the catchability (w 
) parameters in the electrofishing model (figures 15 and 16).  
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Figure 15. Convergence diagnostics and posterior density of x - parameter, depicting slightly 
different running means (center right graph) in the two simulation chains. 
 
Figure 16. Convergence diagnostics and posterior density of w - parameter, depicting slightly 
different running means (center right graph) in the two simulation chains. 
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The convergence diagnostics for these parameters also suggested that the chains were still 
somewhat autocorrelated (top right graph in figures 15 and 16). This was interpreted as a result of 
inefficient sampling by the algorithms used by JAGS. Further simulation with higher thinning 
values would have significantly increased the time needed for simulation. Since the posterior 
distributions were already centered near the true values used for data creation and the differences 
between the running means were considered small, further simulation was thought to be 
unnecessary.  
Figures 17-20 show the prior and the posterior distributions of the target variables. Red lines 
indicate the true known value of the parameter, used to simulate the data. In the graphs the solid 
black lines are the mean, and the dashed lines the median values of the posterior distribution 
(invisible lines indicate that the values are equal).  
 
Figure 17.  Prior (blue) and posterior distributions (grey) of smolt trapping catchability. Vertical 
lines indicate posterior mean (black), posterior median (dashed) and the true value (red). 
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Figure 18.  Prior (blue) and posterior distributions (grey) of electrofishing catchability. Vertical 
lines indicate posterior mean (black), posterior median (dashed) and the true value (red). 
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Figure 19 Prior (blue) and posterior distributions (grey) of 0+ parr density. Vertical lines indicate 
posterior mean (black), posterior median (dashed) and the true value (red). 
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Figure 20 Prior (blue) and posterior distributions (grey) of σ and τ. Vertical lines indicate posterior 
mean (black), posterior median (dashed) and the true value (red). 
 
Pictures 21 and 22 show box-plot graphs for the posterior distributions of the total amount of smolts 
and parrs. The red line indicates the true amounts obtained from the deterministic model. Dots are 
simulated values grated than 3/2 times the upper quartile, interpreted as outliners by R’s boxplot 
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function. These values are not actual outliner.
 
Figure 21.  Posterior distributions of total size of the parr stock at the beginning of each year. Red 
line indicates the true value obtained from the deterministic model. Dots represent simulated values 
3/2 times higher than the upper quartile, interpreted as outliners by the plotting function. The 
whiskers represent lowest and highest values, excluding outliners. 
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Figure 22.  Posterior distributions of total yearly smolt run. Red line indicates the true value 
obtained from the deterministic model. Dots represent simulated values 3/2 times higher than the 
upper quartile, interpreted as outliners by the plotting function. The whiskers represent lowest and 
highest values, excluding outliners. 
 
4.2. Analysis of the River Pirita and River Ingarskila datasets 
 
The trout stocks of the study rivers was simulated for a 16 year period (1999-2014) with 
electrofishing data from 2005 to 2013 for River Pirita and 2006 to 2013 for River Ingarskila, and 
smolt trapping data from 2009 to 2013 for River Pirita, and 2012 to 2013 for River Ingarskila. The 
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trout stocks of the 41 rivers providing the previously published observations were simulated for a 
16 year period, without electrofishing and smolt trapping observations.  
The River Pirita fyke net smolt catch of 2014 was omitted from the analysis. In order to assess the 
predictive performance of the model the simulated observations for 2014 were compared with the 
observed true data.  
In order to help the reader understand the connections between different variables and better 
interpret the results presented in the following chapters, a graphical summary of the model is 
provided in appendix A.  
 
4.2.1. MCMC simulation 
 
The MCMC simulation was run with two chains for 1.0 x10
6
 iterations while saving every 1 000
th
 
sample, resulting in a sample size of 1 000 iterations per chain. This took approximately 96 hours 
on Windows 7 computer, fitted with 3.4 GHz Intel i7-4770 processor and 32 GB of memory.  A 
burn-in phase was evident in some parameters (bottom graphs of figures 23 and 24), because of 
which the first 40 % of the iterations were discarded, resulting in a sample of 600 iterations per 
chains. 
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Figure 23. Simulation diagnostics of parameter alpha_pii_Pirita. 
Figure 24. Simulation diagnostics of  alpha_p. 
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Figure 25. Simulation diagnostics of  peak_p_Pirita. 
 
4.3.2. Posterior densities 
 
Figures 26 and 27 show the posterior densities for the estimated yearly amounts of brown trout 
smolts migrating downwards from both study rivers. The orange lines mark the credible intervals of 
the estimates (Gelman et al. 2014). The smolt run estimates in the beginning of the series (1999-
2000) were extremely high in River Pirita and extremely low in River Ingarskila, due to the high 
uncertainty. The highest simulated value in the time series was 119092for in both rivers.  
In River Pirita between the years 2001 and 2011 the estimates for the smolt run are somewhat 
leveled between 300 and 400 individuals per year.  Between 2011 and 2014 the numbers of 
downward migrating smolts to drop between 200 and 100 individuals. 
In River Ingarskila the trend seems to be reversed at first, with initial smolt numbers staying 
between 200 and just under 100 individuals. Between 2001 and 2003 there is very high uncertainty 
in the smolt run estimates. Between 2004 and 2010 the estimates stabilize between circa 400 and 
300 individuals per year. In 2011 and 2012 there is a sharp drop, with 95 % intervals ranging 
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between circa 150 and almost 0 individuals. In 2013 and 2014 the number smolts is estimated to be 
around 100 and 200 individuals. 
Figure 26. 200 draws from the posterior density of yearly smolt run in River Pirita. 
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Figure 27. 200 draws from the posterior density of yearly smolt run in River Ingarskila. 
 
Figure 28 show the posterior distribution for the density 0+ trout parrs per 100 m
2
  in both study 
rivers. The yearly mean values of 0+ parr density varied between 22.14and 48 individuals per 100 
m
2
 in River Pirita and between 22 and 48 in River Ingarskila.  
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Figure 28. Posterior distribution of yearly 0+ trout parrs in the autumn period in River Pirita and 
Ingarskila.  
 
Figure 29 shows the prior (red lines) and posterior (blue lines) densities of ρ, the variable describing 
trout’s affinity to migrate to sea at certain age in both study rivers, in the absence of mortality. In 
river Ingarskila the highest probability seems to be concentrated around age 3, and around age 4 in 
River Pirita. There is visibly more uncertainty remaining in the posterior distribution of River 
Ingarskila. 
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Figure 29.Prior and posterior distributions for age-specific probability of smoltification (ρ) in the 
absence of mortality in study rivers. 
 
Figure 30 shows the prior (red lines) and posterior (blue lines) densities of π, the variable used for 
estimating age-specific yearly survival probabilities. In river Pirita the probabilities are concentrated 
around 0.2 for newborn parrs, with relatively small uncertainty. Yearly survival probabilities rise as 
age increases and are increasingly more uncertain after age 3. In river Ingarskila the probability 
estimates are more uncertain for age 0 parrs and the slope of the logistic regression lines seem to be 
steeper than in River Pirita. For fish aged 6 and higher the probability estimates seem to approach 1. 
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Figure 30.Prior and posterior distributions for age-specific yearly survival probability estimate (π) 
in the absence of smoltification in both study rivers. 
 
Figures 31 and 32 show the resulting combinations of π and ρ parameters, used to calculate the 
actual estimates for survival and smoltification probabilities in formulas 5 and 7. In river Ingarskila 
the highest probability of smoltification seems to be concentrated around age 3, and around age 4 in 
River Pirita. There is visibly more uncertainty remaining in the posterior distribution of River 
Ingarskila. Both posteriors resemble the posterior distributions ρ.  
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Figure 31.  Posterior distributions for age-specific probability of smoltification (ρπ1/4) in study 
rivers. 
 
The age-specific survival probability P(survival) is the joint probability of survival and not-
smoltifying. In other words it can be interpreted also as the probability of staying in the river 
another year. In River Pirita there is very little uncertainty for ages 1 to 3 and a very clear drop at 
age 3, after which probability increases. In River Ingarskila the posterior distribution of P(survival) 
is more leveled and contains more uncertainty at all ages. Posterior distributions in both rivers 
resemble an inverted version of P(smolt). 
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Figure 32.  Posterior distributions for age-specific probability of survival ((1-ρ)π1/4) in study rivers. 
 
Figures 33 – 35 represent the prior (red lines) and posterior (blue lines) densities of parameter µ, σ 
and τ in study rivers. Parameter µ, which determines the location of the probability peak  in 
parameter ρ, seems to have stabilized around age 3 and 3.5 in River Pirita and around age 4 and 4.5 
in River Ingarskila. The posterior distribution is much narrower in River Pirita. 
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Figure 33. Prior (red line) and posterior (blue line) distributions for parameter µ study rivers. 
 
Parameter σ determines the range of ages, where individual trout can become migratory. In River 
Pirita the posterior distribution σ is quite narrow and centered approximately around 1.5. In River 
Ingarskila the distribution is significantly wider, indicating much higher uncertainty. The peak of 
the posterior distribution is located near 3. 
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Figure 34. Prior (red line) and posterior (blue line) distributions for parameter σ study rivers. 
 
Parameter τ controls maximum height of parameter ρ and on a population scale it can be interpreted 
as the proportion of population that migrates out to sea, in the absence of mortality. In River Pirita 
posterior distribution of τ is located close to 1 and centered around 0.95. In River Ingarskila the 
posterior distribution is much wider and contains more uncertainty. Posterior mean value is close to 
0.45. 
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Figure 35 Prior (red line) and posterior (blue line) distributions for parameter τ study rivers. 
 
Figures 36 and 37 show posterior (blue lines) and prior (dashed red lines) of parameter απ and βπ in 
study rivers respectively. Parameter απ determines the intercept term for the logistic regression 
curve used to calculate the values for yearly probability estimate for survival (π). Parameter βπ 
determines the slope of the curve. The posterior distribution απ is centered approximately around -1 
in River Pirita and around 0 in River Ingarskila. Posterior distribution of απ contains more 
uncertainty in River Ingarskila, than in River Pirita. Posterior distributions of parameter βπ contain 
similar amounts uncertainty in both rivers. River Pirita’s posterior is slightly higher in density and 
its mean value is smaller than the posterior mean in River Ingarskila. 
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Figure 36. Prior (red line) and posterior (blue line) distributions for parameter απ study rivers. 
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Figure 37. Prior (red line) and posterior (blue line) distributions for parameter βπ study rivers 
 
Figures 38 and 39 show the posterior densities of the catchability parameters in both observation 
models. Catchability in smolt trapping experiments (figure 38) seems to vary between 0 and 0.5 in 
both rivers throughout the time series. 
Electrofishing catchability estimates vary between fish ages in both rivers (figure 39). In River 
Pirita there is a clear notch in catchability in age 6.This is also seen in River Ingarskila at age 2 and 
8. Total range of catchability estimates in both rivers is between almost 1 and just under 0.1. 
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Figure 38. Posterior distributions of yearly catchability estimates in smolt trapping experiments. 
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Figure 39. Posterior distributions of age-specific catchability estimates in electrofishing 
experiments. Dashed red line indicates the posterior mean. 
 
4.2.3. Model fit and predictive performance 
 
The probabilities of two electrofishing catchability models was attempted to calculate using 
Bayesian model averaging (Gelman et al. 2014). The MCMC sample of posterior model 
probabilities, produced by JAGS sampling algorithms, consisted of only probability of 1 for model 
1 and probability of 0 for model 2. 
Model’s ability to fit the data was assessed using Bayesian p-values (Gelman et al. 2014).  The step 
function used to calculate the p-values was specified so that it would return 1, when the observation 
simulated by the model was larger than the true observation. This results in p-values larger than 0.5, 
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when the model overestimates the amount of fish caught in given sampling procedure, and vice 
versa. Mean p-values of exactly 0.5 best possible model fit (Gelman et al. 2014). 
Bayesian p-values for both types of data collection in rivers Ingarskila and Pirita are plotted in 
figures 40-43, using a “caterpillar plot”. The red dots connected by a dashed line indicate the 
arithmetic mean of yearly p-values and the blue dots indicate median values. Figure 44 shows the 
model’s prediction for the amount of smolts to be caught in River Pirita spring 2014. The orange 
lines indicate the 95 % credible intervals of the prediction and the dashed red line indicate the true 
observed amount of individuals.  
Bayesian p-values were mostly higher than 0.8 in all observations in both rivers. The mean and 
median values for the predicted amount of smolts captured in River Pirita 2014 were 4.53and 3 
individuals. Maximum simulated value was 51. True observed number of individuals was 52 
(orange line in figure 44).  
 
Figure 40.  Bayesian p-values for yearly smolt trapping catch in river Pirita. 
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Figure 41. Bayesian p-values for yearly smolt trapping catch in river Ingarskila. 
Figure 42. Bayesian p-values for yearly electrofishing catch in river Pirita. 
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Figure 43. Bayesian p-values for yearly electrofishing catch in river Ingarskila. 
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Figure 44. Boxplot graph depicting the model’s prediction for River Pirita smolt catch of spring 
2014 and the true observed value (dashed red line). Dots represent simulated values 3/2 times 
higher than the upper quartile, interpreted as outliners by the plotting function. The whiskers 
represent lowest and highest values, excluding outliners. 
 
In order to study the model’s ability to learn the population dynamics of the trout population, the 
age-distribution of smolts caught in spring 2014 in River Pirita was predicted in the simulation. 
Figure 45 shows the true age-distribution of the smolts caught in spring 2014 and the model’s 
prediction for it, without observing the actual data. 
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Figure 45. Observed and predicted age-distribution of trout smolts caught in River Pirita smolt 
trapping spring 2014. 
 
4.2.3. Analysis of previously published data 
 
Information about the mean age of downward migrating trout smolts was searched from literature 
and used as data for linking the smoltification model to latitudinal variation. The data and 
publications used in the analysis are compiled in appendix C. 
Figure 46 shows the reported mean age observations (grey dots), the model’s estimates for mean 
age of smolts, given possible observation error (red dots), and the posterior distribution parameter µ 
plotted against latitude. Peak age (µ) is the parameter defining the most probable age of 
smoltification for trout parrs in different rivers, in the absence of mortality (see section 3.1.2. and 
formula 15).  
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The observations and mean age estimates seem to overlap in the Norwegian rivers and the two 
study rivers, but somewhat differ in the eight Polish and Lithuanian rivers. This is due to the 
unknown sample size in these rivers (see formula 29). The values of parameter µare higher than the 
mean ages of smolts reported in literature (appendix C). 
 
Figure 46. Posterior distributions of µ in relation to latitude and the mean ages of smolts derived 
from previous publications. 
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5. Discussion 
5.1. Model checking 
 
According to the posterior distribution diagnostics of the model checking simulation, the model 
seemed to function as intended and was able to learn the true values of the model parameters from 
the simulated dataset. Significant update of information is evident, when comparing the prior and 
the posterior distributions in figures 17 - 20. Simulation of the model was relatively slow and even 
after using thinning values as high as 20 000, some autocorrelation was detected in the simulation 
chains.  
It is noteworthy that the model used for model checking was simpler than the model used for data-
analysis, and most importantly the model included only one river, whereas the model used for data-
analysis included a total of 43 rivers. This increases the amount of computation needed 43-fold for 
some parameters in the data-analysis model, meaning that obtaining similar MCMC samples from 
the posterior distributions, could require 43 times more computation time on a similar computer. 
 
5.2. Posterior densities 
5.2.1. Population dynamics parameters 
 
The posterior densities for parameters µ, σ and τ in the study rivers show an update from prior 
distribution (figures 33 -35). Posteriors for River Pirita have visibly less uncertainty in River Pirita, 
than in River Ingarskila and are seemingly less affected by the prior distribution. The same is true 
for the posterior distributions of parameter ρ and the P(smolt) (joint probability ρ and the 4th root π). 
These results correspond to the larger dataset in River Pirita. In river Ingarskila the highest 
probability of smoltification seems to be concentrated around age 4, whereas trouts in River Pirita 
seem to be most prone to migration at ages 3. The amount of uncertainty in the posterior 
distribution is however much higher in river Ingarskila. When comparing the posteriors of P(smolt) 
and ρ it seems that the highest point in the curves is lower in P(smolt) than in ρ (figures 29 and 31).  
This is expected as the effect of mortality is included in the values of P(smolt). 
These results suggest that the model functioned as intended, and was able to learn these parameters 
from the dataset. 
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Parameters απ and βπ controlling the survival probability model seem more uncertain than the 
parameters of the smoltification model (figures 36 and 37). Especially the posteriors of the slope 
parameter βπ seem to be highly affected by the prior used. This is probably due to lower uncertainty 
assigned for the prior distribution that was needed to maintain the positive correlation between fish 
age and survival (see section 3.1.1.). The intercept parameter απ was assigned with a prior 
containing much more uncertainty and a significant update is evident in the posterior distributions 
of both rivers. The logistic survival probability curve (π) created by the two parameters also show 
an update from prior distribution, but the two study rivers seem to differ from each other (figure 
30). The effect of the uncertain intercept parameter is very evident in River Ingarskila, where the 
survival probability of young fish seems to be more uncertain than the survival probability of older 
fish. As seen in the means of the posterior distributions of βπ the slope of the survival curves seem 
to differ between the rivers.  
Based on the data in River Pirita the model seems to suggest that the survival probability estimate 
of young trouts is lower than in river Ingarskila. This result is at first surprising, since there are no 
intuitive reasons for higher mortality in River Pirita. The difference is explained by divergent 
smoltification probabilities between the rivers. The most probable age of smoltification is lower in 
River Pirita, and since the probability of survival in time step t = 1is affected by smoltification, the 
probability of staying in the river is lower for younger fish in River Pirita than in River Ingarskila. 
P(survival) is the corrected version of the survival estimate and in its posterior distributions the 
survival probability of age 0 individuals is much more similar in both rivers. Differences only start 
to arise after age 0, because smoltification at age 0 is assumed to be impossible. P(survival) can be 
seen as the probability of staying in the river after spring . Lower values of this parameter do not 
directly indicate higher mortality, but that the fish are more prone to leave the river and thus 
possibly avoiding intraspecific competition in the river habitat.  
 
5.2.2. Observation models and stock size 
 
The posterior distributions of 0+ parr densities seem to be stable and close to the expert prior in 
River Pirita until year 2012, when there is a very noticable increase in density, indicating a strong 
year classes for years 2012 and 2013. In 2012 and 2013 224 and 211 0+ trout parrs were captured in 
autumn electrofishing surveys, which was above average 0+ parr observations (53 individuals per 
year) before that.  Opposite trend was detected in River Ingarskila, where the average densities 
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remained close to the prior mean until the introduction of electrofishing data in 2009. This caused 
the densities to drop close to 9 individuals per 100 m
2
, which is closer to the number of fish 
observed (6.5 – 12.42 individuals 100 m2 in 2010-2013).  
These fluctuations in the yearly densities after the  introduction of data suggest that the 
electrofishing model does update the information about the parr densities. The model’s sharp 
response to high and low fish densities is most likely a result of the model’s assumption that the 
electrofishing catchability depends on the age of the fish and does not vary between years. 
In both rivers the effect of the data on the posterior distribution of amount of smolts is evident. In 
River Ingarskila the effect of the first electrofishing observation in 2009 is clearly visible in the 
suddenly decreased estimate for the amount of downward migrating smolts. The effect of the small 
two year (2012-2013) smolt trapping data seems to increase the estimate and stabilize it between 
100 to 200 individuals. These values are in line with the observed values (30 and 51 individuals for 
2012 and 2013), given the effect of catchability. In River Pirita the at first high estimates for the 
smolt run seem to react slightly to the start of electrofishing dataset in 2005. After the beginning of 
the smolt trapping data series the estimates decrease and relatively stabilize after 2010 between 80 
and 200 individuals. 
The posterior distribution of the Bayesian model averaging variable included only probability 
estimates of 1 for catchability model 1 (see section 3.2.1.). This suggests that the Carlin & Chip - 
method used for Bayesian model averaging did not function as intended and the model used only 
catchability model 1. However the posterior distributions of electrofishing catchability (w) seem to 
have features from both models (figure 39). This is seen when comparing the estimates between 
ages 0 and 3 in both rivers. In river Pirita catchability estimates increase with increasing age as 
specified in model 1, but they seem to decrease in River Ingarskila as specified in model 2. 
There are also interesting plummets in catchability for age 6 in River Pirita and age 8 in River 
Ingarskila, after which the estimate starts to rise again. There were no observations of age-
determined fish older than 3+, but some of the fish in River Ingarskila with undetermined ages 
could have been older than this. Therefore, the age-groups higher than 1+ were marked as missing 
data points and simulated with the observation model (see section 2.3.2.). This extra uncertainty in 
the data and possibly the Bayesian model averaging method might have caused the fluctuations seen 
in catchability estimates. 
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In the posterior densities for the smolt trapping catchability, the updated effect of the mark-re-
capture data is shown in both rivers (figure 38). River Ingarskila tagging experiments were 
conducted using mandarins and hatchery raised smolts. The reported proportion of lost mandarins 
was close to 20 %. This was used as a prior for the loss-rate of tags, but this is not shown as extra 
uncertainty in the catchability estimates of 2012 and 2013. There is also a peculiar peak in 
catchability in 2009 to 2010 in River Ingarskila. This is probably a random phenomenon caused by 
the prior, since there was no mark-re-capture experiments carried out during that time. 
 
5.2.3. Historical observations model 
 
Posterior distributions parameters linking the peak age of smoltification (µ) are also clearly updated 
from the priors (figures 46 and 11). There seems to be a linear relationship between µ an latitude, 
which, in terms of steepness resembles the relationship between mean smolt age and latitude found 
in previous studies (L’Abée-Lund et al. 1989; Jonsson & L’Abée-Lund 1993; Jonsson & Jonsson 
2011). Peak ages of smoltification (µ) in rivers seem to be higher than the mean smolt ages. This is 
as expected, since the cumulative effect of mortality does not affect its values. Similar effect is 
shown in the differences between ρ and P(smolt) in the study rivers, where the height of the 
probability peak and the most probable age of smoltification are slightly lower for P(smolt) (figures 
28 and 30).  
 
5.3. Model fit  
 
As pointed out by the Bayesian p-values (figures 40 - 44) the model’s ability to assess the absolute 
amounts fish in the population is poor. The simulated p-values were systematically larger than 0.5, 
indicating an overestimation of the stock size. The predicted estimate for River Pirita 2014 smolt 
run was on average higher than the observed run, which was just outside the lower limit of the 95 % 
credible interval of the posterior prediction (figure 44).  
The model was able to produce a good prediction for the age distribution of smolts (figure 45), 
which suggests that problems with model fit could be caused by the parameters controlling the 
absolute amounts of fish, and not from the smoltification and survival models controlling the 
proportions of fish in different states. 
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The estimates for the number of individuals in every given river are sensitive to the amount of 
newborn individuals that enter the populations and the catchability estimate in the electrofishing 
model. In this model the amount young of the year parrs is derived from expert priors and there is 
no causal link between them and the rest of the population. This is likely to have caused the error in 
the estimates. It is possible that the model could be artificially modified to fit the data, by fixing the 
reproductive area estimate and the estimate for 0+ parrs entering the population (x), and then 
pinpointing the best combination of values for these two. 
 
5.4. Effects of model assumptions  
5.4.1. Population dynamics 
 
In the trout populations analyzed in this study natural mortality was assumed to be the only source 
of mortality. The juvenile trout parrs are not desirable catch in recreational fishing and they are 
protected by the legislated minimum landing size according to Estonian and Finnish legislation. 
Therefore there are no feasible anthropogenic sources of mortality, making this assumption 
expectable and unlikely to have affected the results. If the model was to be expanded to include the 
adult proportion of the population, or to be used in supporting decision making, then a model for 
fishing mortality should be included.  
A major assumption was made considering the amount of newborn (age 0+) individuals entering the 
populations at the beginning of every year. These amounts were modeled indirectly using expert 
elicitations of total reproduction area and average densities of 0+ individuals per 100 m
2
. Because 
of this assumption the amounts of 0+ parrs do not depend on the previous status of the stock. The 
aim of this thesis was to model the juvenile phase of brown trout, which somewhat justifies this 
assumption. The posterior densities of 0+ parrs in study rivers (figure 28) suggests that, despite the 
assumption, the model was able detect differences in fish densities and was not completely relying 
in the priors. However the role of the catchability estimate not varying between years on these 
results is unclear. 
The anadromous behavior in the trout stock was assumed to correlate with age unimodally. This 
was justified by the known plasticity in the species life-history characteristics. In reality the 
individual fish’s tendency to smoltify is better explained by size, rather than the age of the 
individual, since larger trouts are physiologically better prepared to tolerate seawater. Modeling this 
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would have required a separate growth model, which was undesirable, since further parameterizing 
would have resulted in longer computational time required for convergence. The results from the 
comparison between observed and predicted age-distribution in the River Pirita spring 2014 smolt 
catch (figure 45) suggests that the age based smoltification model was able to capture the ecology of 
the species well. This suggest that the assumed unimodal relationship corresponds with reality and 
the assumptions made in the specifications of its parameters (µ, σ and τ) did not produce unintuitive 
results. 
 
5.4.2. Observation models 
 
In the model electrofishing survey data were treated as a bulk. In other words the data were 
assumed to be gathered in one massive, single pass effort from all sampling stations at once. 
Catchability was assumed to differ between age-groups, but not between sampling stations and 
years. The sharp reaction to data in 0+ parr densities might suggest that this assumption was false, 
but nothing definitive can be said based on these results. 
In the smolt trapping model the catchability parameter was assumed to be the same for tagged and 
un-tagged fish, which justified the use of the Petersen-Lincoln mark-re-capture model. Some tag 
induced mortality was assumed be possible. In River Pirita the expected value for the proportion of 
fish killed by the tagging was assumed to be 1 % and 20 % for River Ingarskila (see formula 24). 
This assumption was based on the mark-re-capture data of River Ingarskila, which might have not 
fully represented the true catchability of the trap. Judging be the posterior distributions these 
assumptions did not interfere with the analysis of the data. 
 
5.4.3. Historical observations model 
 
Based on ecological knowledge published by L’Abée-Lund et al. (1989), Jonsson & L’Abée-Lund 
(1993) and Jonsson & Jonsson (2011) the µ parameter was assumed to have a positive correlation 
with latitude. Otherwise the parameters controlling µ’s relation to latitude were assigned with high 
uncertainty, so that no further assumptions would be made. Judging by the posterior distribution of 
µ, this assumption did not interfere with the analysis and based on this study the parameter seems to 
have a strict positive correlation with increasing latitude. The differences in mean smolt age values 
and µ are explained by the model specifications. 
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5.5. Conclusions and suggestions for future work on the model 
 
The model did not succeed in predicting the absolute amounts trout parrs and smolts. This was 
probably caused by some of the model assumptions and the relatively small dataset available. The 
effect of small the dataset is very evident when comparing the posterior distributions of model 
parameters used for River Ingarskila, with those of River Pirita. 
A more realistic way to include electrofishing data might have increased the model’s fit to data. An 
alternative way for this could have been to model the data gathered from different sampling stations 
separately in a hierarchical model similar to the model proposed by Mäntyniemi et al. (2005b), with 
unequal catchability estimates.  
Based on the good prediction of the age-distribution the River Pirita data were large enough for the 
model to learn the parameters controlling the smoltification model. This combined with the results 
of previously published observations’ analysis gives encouraging evidence that the novel idea 
presented here for modeling partial anadromy in Salmo trutta has potential for further uses. The 
model’s application to other species with partial anadromy, such as the rainbow trout 
(Onchorynchus mykiss) and arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) should also be studied in the future. 
The observed 2014 River Pirita smolt catch was surprisingly low, given the high densities 0+ parrs 
in the two years before it. The phenomenon behind this could be a density-dependent mechanism 
that prevents migration especially in the youngest age groups, during high population densities. 
High population densities limit trout growth and their ability to tolerate seawater (Jonsson & 
Jonsson 2011). It is possible that this phenomenon could be modeled, for example using a variation 
of the Ricker function (Ricker 1954). It is possible that autumn migrations of 0+ smolts might have 
caused the small amount of smolts (Limburg et al. 2001; Jonsson et al. 2001; Taal et al. 2014). 
Other ways of improving the model could include assigning the range of smolt ages (σ) to be a 
more specific interval, since the range of possible ages used in this study was unnecessarily wide 
(1+ - ≥ 9+), which was only needed to include the highest reported smolt age 9+ in literature 
(L’Abée-Lund 1989).  
The τ parameter that can be interpreted as the stocks tendency to exhibit anadromy (HIndar et al. 
1990; Charles et al. 2005) could be further studied in field experiments. These experiments could 
include tagging large numbers fish with fluorescent marker tags in autumn electrofishing surveys, 
and then calculating the proportion marked fish in the smolt catch the following spring. Other way 
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could be to capture pre-smolt trouts in the spring and measure their hormonal activity, which could 
indicate physiological preparation for migration (Jonsson & Jonsson 2011). 
Possibly the best way of improving this model would be to include the sexually mature adult 
proportion of trout population into the model. This would “close the loop” between older fish and 
the newborn parrs, making the artificial modeling of 0+ parrs based on reproduction areas and 
expert elicitation unnecessary. This would increase the biological realism of the model significantly. 
This way the sea phase could also be included, which would enable recommendations for catch 
quotas and possibly aid the protection of the extremely endangered species. The model presented in 
this thesis serves as a starting point for that work. 
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Appendix A.  
 
Graphical representation of the model. 
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Appendix B.  
 
Table of brown trout smolt mean ages in different rivers on Europe, derived from litetature. * 
Combined average of two or more datasets. 
Country River 
mean 
smolt 
age 
± 95 % 
C.L. of 
mean smolt 
age 
Sample 
size 
Latitude 
(˚N) 
Sampling 
period 
Author 
Estonia Pirita NA 59.28 NA NA NA NA 
Finland Ingaskila NA 60.06 NA NA NA NA 
Lithuania Mera  
1.96 55.01 
408 
NA 
1999-
2011 
Skrupskelis et al. 2012 
 
Siesartis 
1.4 55.17 
452 
NA 
1999-
2011 
Skrupskelis et al. 2012 
 
Veivirzas 
1.9 55.30 
87 
NA 
1999-
2012 
Skrupskelis et al. 2012 
 
Rega * 
1.8 53.42 NA NA 
 
Chelkowski 1978 ; 
Celkowski & Chelkowska 
1982 
Poland Gowienica 1.7 53.40 277 NA 1980-84 Antoszek 1999 
 
Gnilna  1  54.35 NA NA 
 
Debowski & Radtke 1994 
 
Osowka* 
1.08 
53.45 
561 NA 1986-89 
Chelkowski 1995 ; 
Chelkowski 1992 
Norway Enningdalselva 2.1 58.59 94 0.07 1983-86 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Årungselva 1.5 59.43 113 0.02 1982-83 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Laungangselva 2.2 58.30 58 0.13 1984 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Audna 2.2 58.05 151 0.07 1985-86 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Austadbekken 2.5 58.18 52 0.22 1982-83 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Imsa 2.2 58.53 68 0.11 1977-79 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Eio 3.4 60.22 132 0.14 1982-85 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Granvin 3.1 60.32 58 0.16 1982 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Vosso 2.8 60.38 703 0.06 1976-78 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
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Aurlandselva 3.8 60.54 52 0.13 1985-87 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Laerdalselva 3.3 61.07 172 0.09 1985 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Jostedola 3.6 61.23 158 0.12 1979-85 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Ommedalselva 3.2 61.44 147 0.06 1985 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Strynselva 2.7 61.55 111 0.12 1983-85 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Korsbrekkelva 3.2 62.07 145 0.09 1986 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Istra 3.4 62.33 470 0.06 1950-53 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Eira 4.0 62.40 114 0.16 1987 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Driva 3.9 62.39 79 0.17 1970-72 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Baevra 2.6 63.02 99 0.11 1986 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Orkla 3.0 63.17 362 0.07 1979-83 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Gaula 3.0 63.20 108 0.12 1986 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Namsen 3.6 64.28 58 0.24 1986 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Åbjora 3.1 65.04 358 0.06 1984 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Vefsna 3.8 65.50 193 0.10 1982-85 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Ranaelva 3.6 66.20 150 0.12 1979-86 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Beiarelva 4.0 67.02 149 0.11 1985-86 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Saltdalselva 4.0 67.07 128 0.12 1982-86 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Kobbelv 4.1 67.37 166 0.12 1976-84 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Hellemoelva 4.3 67.48 76 0.14 1976-78 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Salangselva 
3.4 68.52 302 0.01 
1951-54 
& 1983-
84 
L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Skibotnelva 4.4 69.23 51 0.17 1981-85 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Halselva 5.2 70.02 147 0.15 1987 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Alta 4.5 69.58 291 0.09 1984-85 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
 
Tana 5.6 70.22 148 0.15 1985-87 L'Abèe-Lund et al. 1989 
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Appendix C.  
 
JAGS/BUGS code used for data-analysis. 
model{ 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
        Yearly_run[y,river]<-sum(Smolt_y[y,,river])+1 
        mean_age_y[y,river]<-inprod(weight[y,,river],age[]) 
for(a in 1:A){ 
        Smolt_y[y,a,river]<-sum(Smolt[y,,a,river]) 
        weight[y,a,river]<-Smolt_y[y,a,river]/Yearly_run[y,river] 
} 
} 
} 
##### LINK BETWEEN LOCAL PEAK AGE AND LATITUDE ###### 
for( river in 1:RIVERS){ 
        obs_mean_age[river]~dnorm(mean_age[river],tau_obs_age[river])T(0,)        # havaittu keski-
ikä 
        tau_obs_age[river]<-1/pow(sd_obs_age[river],2)        # havainnon mittausepävarmuus???? 
        mean_age[river]<-mean(mean_age_y[,river])        #painotetun vuotuisen keski-iän keskiarvo 
} 
for( river in 1:9){ 
        sd_obs_age[river]~dunif(0,1) 
} 
for( river in 10:RIVERS){ 
        sd_obs_age[river]<-(age95[river]/1.96) 
} 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
 Parr_density[y,river]<-(TN[y,river]/sample_area[y,river])*100 
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 YoY_density[y,river]<-(N[y,3,1,river]/sample_area[y,river])*100 
 YoY_catch_density[y,river]<-(catch[y,1,river]/sample_area[y,river])*100 
 Cy[y,river]<-sum(C[y,,river]) 
 catch_y[y,river]<-sum(catch[y,,river]) 
 TN[y,river]<-sum(N[y,3,,river]) 
 Monitor_run[y,river]<-Yearly_run[y,river]-1 
for(a in 1:A){ 
 Age_dist[y,a,river]<-weight[y,a,river] 
 Monitor_Smolt[y,a,river]<-Smolt[y,1,a,river] 
        Monitor_Parr[y,a,river]<-Parr[y,1,a,river] 
for(t in 1:time){ 
 Monitor_x[y,t,a,river]<-x[y,t,a,river] 
} 
} 
} 
} 
#####     POPULATION DYNAMICS EQUATIONS  ##### 
##### POPULATION MODEL #####  
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
for(a in 1:1){ 
for(t in 1:1){ 
        parr[y,t,a,river]<-((x[y,t,a,river]/100)*tot_area[river]) # NEWBORN 0+ PARRS 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:1){ 
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for(a in 2:A){ 
for(t in 1:1){ 
        parr[y,t,a,river]<-((x[y,t,a,river]/100)*tot_area[river])        # INITIAL SATE OF THE STOCK 
IN YEAR 1 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 2:years){ 
for(a in 2:A){ 
        parr[y,1,a,river]~dpois(mu_parr[y,1,a,river])#~dbin(psurv[y,1,a,river],Parr[y-1,4,a-1,river]) # 
AGEING OF PARRS 
        mu_parr[y,1,a,river]<-psurv[y,1,a,river]*Parr[y-1,4,a-1,river]+0.01 
 
 Smolt[y,1,a,river]~dbin(psmolt[y,1,a,river],Parr[y,1,a,river]) #SMOLT 
PRODUCTION 
        x[y,1,a,river]<-parr[y-1,4,a-1,river]/tot_area[river]*100 
for(t in 2:time){ 
        Smolt[y,t,a,river]<-0 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
for(a in 1:A){ 
for(t in 2:time){  
 parr[y,t,a,river]~dpois(mu_parr[y,t,a,river])#dbin(psurv[y,t,a,river],apu_parr[y,t-
1,a,river]) 
 mu_parr[y,t,a,river]<-psurv[y,t,a,river]*apu_parr[y,t-1,a,river]+0.01 
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} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:1){ 
for(a in 2:A){ 
for(t in 1:time){ 
        Smolt[y,t,a,river]~dbin(psmolt[y,t,a,river],Parr[y,t,a,river]) 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
for(a in 1:A){ 
 psurv[y,1,a,river]<-(1-p[a,river])*(inst_pii[a,river]) 
for(t in 2:time){ 
        psurv[y,t,a,river]<-inst_pii[a,river] 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
for(a in 2:A){ 
 psmolt[y,1,a,river]<-(inst_pii[a,river])*p[a,river] 
for(t in 2:time){ 
        psmolt[y,t,a,river]<-0 
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} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
for(t in 1:time){ 
for(a in 1:1){ 
        psmolt[y,t,a,river]<-0 
        Smolt[y,t,a,river]<-0#psmolt[y,t,a,river]*Parr[y,t,a,river] 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 2:years){ 
for(a in 2:A){ 
for(t in 2:time){ 
        x[y,t,a,river]<-parr[y,t,a,river]/tot_area[river]*100 # All parrs per 100 sqrmeters in other 
timesteps 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
for(a in 1:A){ 
for(t in 1:time){ 
        apu_parr[y,t,a,river]<-round((parr[y,t,a,river]-Smolt[y,t,a,river])) 
        Parr[y,t,a,river]<-round(parr[y,t,a,river]) 
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} 
} 
} 
} 
##### Expert elicitation ##### 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
        x[y,1,1,river]<-prior_x[river]/psurv[y,1,1,river]/psurv[y,2,1,river]   # 0+ parr per 100 sqrmeters 
in the begining of year 
for(t in 2:time){ 
        x[y,t,1,river]<-parr[y,t,1,river]/tot_area[river]*100 # 0+ parrs per 100 sqrmeters in other 
timesteps 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
        prior_x[river]<-exp(ln_prior_x[river]) 
        ln_prior_x[river]~dnorm(lmu_prior_x[river],ltau_prior_x[river]) 
        lmu_prior_x[river]<-log(mu_prior_x[river])-0.5*lsd_prior_x[river] 
        ltau_prior_x[river]<-1/lsd_prior_x[river] 
        lsd_prior_x[river]<-log(pow(sd_prior_x[river],2)/pow(mu_prior_x[river],2)+1) 
 
} 
##### ARTIFICIAL EXPERT PRIORS FOR OTHER RIVERS ##### 
for(river in 3:RIVERS){ 
        tot_area[river]<-1000 
        mu_prior_x[river]~dunif(1,200) 
        sd_prior_x[river]<-15 
for(y in 1:1){ 
for(a in 2:A){ 
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        x[y,1,a,river]~dunif(1,100) 
for(t in 2:time){ 
        x[y,t,a,river]<-parr[y,t,a,river]/tot_area[river]*100 # Older parrs per 100 sqrmeters in other 
timesteps of year 1 
} 
} 
} 
} 
 
##### OWN PRIOR FOR OLDER AGE GROUPS IN PIRITA & INGARSKILA ##### 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:1){ 
for(a in 2:A){ 
        x[y,1,a,river]<-exp(ln_x[a])/psurv[y,1,1,river]/psurv[y,2,1,river] 
for(t in 2:time){ 
        x[y,t,a,river]<-parr[y,t,a,river]/tot_area[river]*100 # Older parrs per 100 sqrmeters in other 
timesteps of year 1 
} 
} 
} 
} 
for(a in 2:A){ 
        ln_x[a]~dnorm(LM_x[a],T_x[a]) 
        T_x[a]<-1/SD2_x[a] 
        LM_x[a]<-log(M_x[a])-0.5*SD2_x[a] 
        SD2_x[a]<-log(pow(SD_x[a],2)/pow(M_x[a],2)+1) 
} 
        M_x[2]<-7.476602 # Ingarkilan datan >0+ kalojen keskimäär. tiheys samoilla koe-aloilla, 
joista datassa olevat kalat on peräisin 
        SD_x[2]<-25 
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        M_x[3]<-0.399273 # Ingarkilan datan >1+ kalojen keskimäär. tiheys samoilla koe-aloilla, 
joista datassa olevat kalat on peräisin 
        M_x[4]<-4.385051 # > "ei määritetty" Saura arveli kalojen olevan pääasiassa 3+ ikäisiä 
        M_x[5]<-0.5 
        M_x[6]<-0.3 
for(a in 7:10){ 
        M_x[a]<-0.01 
} 
for(a in 3:A){ 
        SD_x[a]<-15 
}#####  MORTALITY MODEL ##### 
for(river in 1:RIVERS){ 
        mean_pii[river]<-mean(pii[,river]) 
        alpha_pii[river]~dnorm(mu_alpha.pii,tau_alpha.pii) 
        beta_pii[river]~dnorm(mu_beta.pii,tau_beta.pii) 
for(a in 1:A){ 
        logit(pii[a,river])<-Pii[a,river] 
        Pii[a,river]~dnorm(mu_mu_pii[a,river],100) 
        mu_mu_pii[a,river]<-(alpha_pii[river]+(beta_pii[river]*age[a])) 
        inst_pii[a,river]<-pow(pii[a,river],(1/4)) 
} 
}##### INDIVIDUAL FISHES CHANCE OF SMOLTIFICATION ##### 
### P(smolt I age, river) #### 
for( river in 1:RIVERS){ 
        mu_p[river]<-ten_mu_p[river]*10 
        logit(ten_mu_p[river])<-MU_p[river] 
        MU_p[river]~dnorm(mu_mu_p[river],100)#tau_mu_p) 
        peak_p[river]~dbeta(alpha_peak_p,beta_peak_p) 
        mu_mu_p[river]<-alpha_p*latitude[river]+const_p 
        s[river]~dunif(0.01,10) 
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        p[1,river]<-0 
for(a in 2:A){ 
        p[a,river]<-peak_p[river]*exp((-pow(((age[a]-mu_p[river])/s[river]),2))) 
} 
} 
for(a in 1:A){ 
        p_a[a]<-mean(p[a,]) 
        inst_pii_a[a]<-mean(inst_pii[a,]) 
 p_Pirita[a]<-p[a,1] 
 p_Ingars[a]<-p[a,2] 
} 
        alpha_p~dnorm(mu_alpha_p,tau_alpha_p) 
        const_p~dnorm(mu_const_p,tau_const_p) 
      mu_peak_p<-0.5 
        alpha_peak_p<-mu_peak_p*4 
        beta_peak_p<-(1-mu_peak_p)*4 
        age[1]<-0 
        age[2]<-1 
        age[3]<-2 
        age[4]<-3 
        age[5]<-4 
        age[6]<-5 
        age[7]<-6 
        age[8]<-7 
        age[9]<-8 
        age[10]<-9 
#### STUDY RIVER VARIABLES FOR PLOTTING #### 
 mu_p_Pirita<-mu_p[1] 
 mu_p_Ingars<-mu_p[2] 
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 s_Pirita<-s[1] 
 s_Ingars<-s[2] 
 peak_p_Pirita<-peak_p[1] 
 peak_p_Ingars<-peak_p[2] 
 alpha_pii_Pirita<-alpha_pii[1] 
 alpha_pii_Ingars<-alpha_pii[2] 
 beta_pii_Pirita<-beta_pii[1] 
 beta_pii_Ingars<-beta_pii[2] 
##### PRIORS  ##### 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
        tot_area[river]<-exp(ltot_area[river]) 
        ltot_area[river]~dnorm(lmu_tot_area[river],ltau_tot_area[river]) 
        lmu_tot_area[river]<-log(mu_tot_area[river])-0.5*lsd_tot_area[river] 
        lsd_tot_area[river]<-log(pow(sd_tot_area[river],2)/pow(mu_tot_area[river],2)+1) 
        ltau_tot_area[river]<-1/lsd_tot_area[river] 
for(y in 1:years){ 
        sample_area[y,river]<-m[y,river]  
        m[y,river]~dunif(300,3500) # Prior for years with no data 
 
} 
##### EXPERT ELICITATION ##### 
########### PIRITA RIVER ############### 
        mu_tot_area[1]<-74196.4 # Martin Kessler (2015) 
        sd_tot_area[1]<-2204.31        # Martin Kessler (2015) 
#####COMBINED EXPERT PRIOR FOR RIVER INGARSKILANJOKI ##### 
 mu_tot_area[2]<-mu_mu_prior_area[expert] 
        sd_tot_area[2]<-mu_sd_prior_area[expert] 
        mu_mu_prior_area[1]<-1220        # Ari Sauna (2015) 
        mu_mu_prior_area[2]<-1355.994        # Aki Janatuinen (2015) 
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        mu_sd_prior_area[1]<-82.5        # Ari Sauna (2015) 
        mu_sd_prior_area[2]<-67.5        # Aki Janatuinen (2015) 
        expert~dcat(e[1:2]) # Carlin & Chip method 
        e[1]<-0.4        # Ari Sauna (2015) 
        e[2]<-0.6        # Aki Janatuinen (2015) 
 
#####  OBSERVATIONS MODELS   ##### 
##### ELECTROFISHING ##### 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
for(a in 1:A){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
        catch[y,a,river]~dpois(mu_catch[y,a,river]) 
 mu_catch[y,a,river]<-w[a,river]*n[y,3,a,river]+0.01 
} 
} 
} 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
for(a in 1:A){ 
for(t in 1:time){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
          n[y,t,a,river]<-round(N[y,t,a,river])                                 # estimate for average parr density, 
based on combined electrofishing observations. 
          N[y,t,a,river]<-((parr[y,t,a,river]/tot_area[river])*sample_area[y,river]) 
} 
} 
} 
}  
for(a in 1:A){    
 mu_w[a,1]<-alpha_w1+beta_w1*age[a]      #model1: catchability increases with age 
(length) 
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        mu_w[a,2]<-alpha_w2+beta_w2*age[a]   #model2: catchability decreases with age   (length)   
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){   
 logit(w[a,river])<-W[a,river]                                # logistic regression for catchability 
at age (age assumed to correlate positively with lenght) 
        W[a,river]~dnorm(mu_w[a,w.model],100)  # Bayesian model avereging for two types of 
catchability mechanisms 
} 
} 
 P.catch.model1<-equals(w.model,1) 
        w.model~dcat(v[1:2]) 
        v[1]<-0.5 
        v[2]<-0.5 
##### SMOLT TRAPPING IN THE RIVER MOUTH  ##### 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
        Total_C[y,river]<-sum(C[y,,river]) 
for(a in 1:A){ 
 C[y,a,river]~dpois(mu_C[y,a,river]) # Amount of observed smolts in the trap 
 mu_C[y,a,river]<-catchability[y,river]*Smolt[y,1,a,river]+0.01 
for(t in 1:time){ 
        smolt[y,t,a,river]<-round(Smolt[y,t,a,river]) 
} 
} 
} 
} 
#####   MARK-RE-CAPTURE MODEL  ##### 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
     p_tag_surv[river]<-(1-M[river])                                          # propability of survivor from tagging 
treatment 
        M[river]~dbeta(alpha1[river],beta1[river])               #propability of dying from tagging 
treatment 
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       alpha1[river]<-(mu_M[river]*eta.surv) 
        beta1[river]<-(1-mu_M[river])*eta.surv 
        alpha[river]<-(mu_catchability[river]*eta.trap.catch) 
        beta[river]<-((1-mu_catchability[river])*eta.trap.catch) 
        mu_catchability[river]<-trapw[river]/riverw[river]                 # prior mean catchability is 
assumed to be the ratio between the river's width and the trap's width 
for(y in 1:years){ 
        catchability[y,river]~dbeta(alpha[river],beta[river])    # beta distribution for catchability 
        Re_capture[y,river]~dbin(catchability[y,river],Tsurv[y,river] )
 #(catchability[y,river],Tsurv[y,river])   # Higher mortality in tagging experiment with 
anesthesia and bulky tags, lower mortality in tagging experiment with tattoos and no anesthesia 
 Tsurv[y,river]<-round(tagged[y,river]) 
      tagged[y,river]<-(Tagged[y,river]*p_tag_surv[river])                    # Some proportion of tagged 
fish is assumed to die as a result of the tagging experiment 
} 
} 
##### MODEL TESTING VARIABLES ##### 
#####ADD NEW VARIABLES WHEN ADDING NEW RIVERS INTO THE DATASET##### 
        mm.p.value.C_PIRITA<-mean(mean.p.value.C[8:15,1]) 
        mm.p.value.C_INGARSKILA<-mean(mean.p.value.C[12:14,2]) 
        mm.p.value.catch_PIRITA<-mean(mean.p.value.catch[7:15,1]) 
        mm.p.value.catch_INGARSKILA<-mean(mean.p.value.catch[11:15,2]) 
#### BAYESIAN P-VALUES FOR MODEL FIT ##### 
for(river in 1:NA_RIVERS){ 
for(y in 1:years){ 
        mean.p.value.C[y,river]<-mean(p.value.C[y,,river]) 
        mean.p.value.catch[y,river]<-mean(p.value.catch[y,,river]) 
for(a in 1:A){ 
        p.value.C[y,a,river]<-step(C[y,a,river]-rep.C[y,a,river]) 
        p.value.catch[y,a,river]<-step(catch[y,a,river]-rep.catch[y,a,river]) 
        rep.C[y,a,river]~dpois(mu_rep.C[y,a,river]) 
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 mu_rep.C[y,a,river]<-(catchability[y,river]*smolt[y,1,a,river]) 
        rep.catch[y,a,river]~dpois(mu_rep.catch[y,a,river]) 
 mu_rep.catch[y,a,river]<-(w[a,river]*n[y,3,a,river]) 
} 
} 
} 
 alpha_w1~dnorm(mu_alpha.w1,tau_alpha.w1) 
        beta_w1~dnorm(mu_beta.w1,tau_beta.w1) 
        alpha_w2~dnorm(mu_alpha.w2,tau_alpha.w2) 
        beta_w2~dnorm(mu_beta.w2,tau_beta.w2)       
} 
